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STETSON COLLEGIATE WEEKLY
For and by the Students of Stetson.
VOLUME 31, NO. 4

J. B. STETSON UNIVERSITY, DE LAND, FL< IRIDA TUESDAY, OCTOBER 17, 1922

STETSON GOES TO LAKELAND
FOR BATTLE WITH SOUTHERN

Discoverer of ;)t New Light Ray

LAKE- up a ride. Get the old walking shoes
LAND. SEE STiETSON PLAY on and get out for a ride. Some one
is sure to pick you up.
Several
THE HIGHLANDERS.
BE AT tried it last year and found success
in the going. Spirit is what we
THE GAME ON THE 2l8t.
need. That is one of the best exhibitions of spirit. Get into the going.
stetson goes down to Lakeland Let's see a hundred Stetsonites down
this week for a game with Southern there. Stick with the good old green
College, and all should attend this and white. Up and out, let's see all
first collegiate game of Stetson. For the Rats there, with their caps on.
the first time in two years the teams Let's see all the old men there.
will meet, and nothing is known of
Those who do not go vdth the
Southern's team, but several conflict- team should be a guide for the Rats
ing reports have been spread. Some and should lead the expedition.
.say it is strong, while others say that Come on, don't be a slacker, don't
it is weak. One report'has it that show the yellow, if you have any of
Kibler, who is fairly well known it. Be a man and show some school
h6re, is playing a halfback for spirit. I bet there are a hundred
Southern. It is Kibler's first year at down there. Honorable mention will
the game, if he is really playing. be made here in these columns of all
But everyone should go down and who are there. Let's go. Make a
UK P ^ ^" '•^^"^'^ss^ead of Pasadena, Cal., working on the instruments
-stand behind the colors. Any way record in Stetson and follow her
will do. The road offers the swiftest teams, where they go. Back her up with which he produces a new light rey that is said to be much more powerful
than the X-ray. According to reports, the ray gives ofC no heat, ifi a powermeans of travel. It is easy to pick and she must win.
nil anesthetic agent, and Is capable of producing startling changes In metals.
JtVERYBODY

OUT

FOR

$2.00 PER YEAR

SCRIMMAGE LAST WEEK HARD
A FEW MEN MISSING
Scrimmage has been the daily program throughout the past week ^nd
a very hard scrimmage at that.
Signals were called for a short period
each afternoon arid then the two
teams would go at it. The varsity
carried the ball most ef the time but
occasionally the scrubs were allowed
to run a few signals against the first
string. The teams have finally developed into first and second with a
few straggling third team men.
Some of the men out originally * are
not out now. and this must be corrected. A team is made by competition and men must be had on the
field before any real football,can be
seen at Stetson. It is no one man or
two men who make a team, in fact
it takes more than ten men. There
must be eleven. So if any one man
on this campus thinks that he is the
whole team he is mistaken, and Coach
Allen will tell him so. He may be a
whole' lot to the team, but he is not
all of it, nor is he even a half of it.

The scrimmage showed a number of
things to Coach and he now knows
more or less what he has on the field
to use in the various games which
have been scheduled for this year.
A number of men have developed
into first class ball players through
Pug Allen's coaching, and more w i i r
appear as the season wears on. Stetson should and must win over Southern next Saturday. Stetson has a
wonderful looking team this year and
from the looks of the line it should
be able to hold a stiff bunch of men.
From the backs' it would seem that
there are some wonderful line plungers here and also some very fast
men. Men who have speed and
weight are needed badly in football
as the combination is rare and there
are some here who have some of
both. A good punter is sure tl> be
on the Hatter club this year, as there
are some out who will doubtless
make the team who have a good
punt.

PACTS CONCERNING^ THE
TENNIS TEAM GOES
HISTORY OF PROF. HEFFNER
TO JACKSONVILLE GIRL'S BASKETBALL
STETSON AND SOUTHERN
WHY BOYS GO TO COLLEGE
ably about 30 per cent of students
FOUR LETTERS BACK
ON OCTOBER 21st.
It is from Cornell University, of
in this group.
The tennis team goes to JacksonMr. John Palmer Gavit, of the New
Ithaca, N. Y., that Roy Edward Hef- ville and those who are not going
"Group 3. The students.
PerThe Eulalians began practice last
For the first time in three years
fner, assistant professor of electrical south should go iiorth to see Arnes- Tuesday night and have continued to Stetson will invade the territory of York Evening Post, has been carry- sonally inconspicuous socially, but
engineering, comes to Stetson Uni- perger an^ Edgar play the Jackson- practice throughout the week. Twen- Southern. Southern has a very good ing on an investigation of the ptir- monopolizing the Phi Beta Kappa
versity to take! charge of the elec- ville net stars. Stetson's team won ty-one girls were out and four of i team this year it is undestood. But poses that college students have in group and the high
scholarship
trical department.
At present he over them last year and will win the letter makei-s of last year will j Stetson must fight. Stetson must their attendance of institutions of grades generally. Perhaps 20 per
Ijgig^c^^g^e df the courses in- college again this year. We are proud of also be here again this year. iVIissesj win, every man for Stetson. Every learning. The, information that he cent of this group working' their
physics as w e f t - ^ - i ^ i i l be of interest our tennis team and vidsh to express Battle, Shirley, Douglass and Jen-j one who may get down to see the has worked up should be interesting way and having relatively hard
to some that he "hffe|d". eight hun- our appreciation to the administra- nings are the letter wearers. Helen .game come. Last year several boys to every college student.' Study his sledding financially. , ,These are the
report and see if you can decide men who take college very seriousdred miles of the distar?e&..in coming tion for the providence of the team. Shirley was elected captain last IMonwould make the games, wherever
of Yenawine and Rose will take on the day and she will lead the team of they were. There is no doubt but just exactly the reason you are at ly from the point of view of both
to DeLand, visiting a nui?
Stett:on. He says in part:
scholarship and college regulations.
places of interest along the AN^"^^ Hatter team there and as the Jack- 22-23 to victory. Some fine ma- the same thing can be done again
TI|ey
have neither time nor money
"During
the
past
few
weeks
in
Coast.
nville team is no better than last terial was out and no doubt but that j this year. All Rats get opt on the
to waste. A smaller group—say 20
Prof. Heffner was born on June yeai'.and the Hatter club is better, Carl Farris, to whom the victorious | road and hail down a. car and ride various places I have been asking
per cent.
Sth, 1895, in a Western Oklahoma we exp^SPt e"^en ^ better score than teams of the last few years are in-j down to see the game. The record many college boys and graduates of
Group 4. The recluses and the
"dugout" within three years after was madeNlast year, although it debted, will again put out the champ. [ speed to Bartow last year was five many different colleges as I chanCed
that portion of the state was opened couldn't be ^^^^^h better without a team. Miss Shirley, jumping cent^^jf, ours traveling time made by two to meet them what they regarded as entirely obscure. Half <)r more of
financialstrait^^
for settlement.
(A "dugout" is a change of the \ a b l e of figures. We is still the same dependable pliay
(Uts. It is a lo£ of fun. The .writer *^^. "et.advantage acquired in their these are in serious
^•tyrf^ArH-t^gr* ^ykw^^e—TOS»J^ hy 4iggi^o' a sehd'Arnlsperger ana Ed,gar bti'^lth o'i' iorni^r yearS'^f^Tlways hi tlie gar
is very'able to sa^^tfiis to be a fact."
"Th^*
hole into the ground about four feet our best wishes, knowing that they with figlht and a will to win, she is Every body in. Lakeland to see the prompt and glib enough; you could often by complete' drudgery.
college
makes
allowances
for
time
deep, placing sod around it to a will
fulfill our hopes,
knowing readily given' first place in the South- Hatters win over the Southern foot- make the'm into a formula on a
heighth of about three feet, and that they will give the best that land. Iris Battle has the pep and go ball distortionists. Let every man rubber stamp or set them to music. they must spend in wage-earning
covering it with a roof made of dirt they have for Stetson. Fifteen for of her previous years in the Eulalian who is able, get out and go. Let's With a proportion of exceptions so rather than in study. This group
thrown upon boards which are held them.
team. She has always been on the have some spirit in the good old small to be almost neglible, the list includes also those who live at home
in position by a truss work made of
job
and ready to play the game. As school. We have it as is shown by of advantages had to do with purely in the college town or within ctfm-Xpoles. Openings are left in the sod
SOME TALK
forward she is unsurpassed and as a cheer practices last week. Show it social relationships and experience. muting distance, or in nooks, corwalls for windows and a passageway
ready basketball player, is unbeat- some moie. Stetson needs to win The fellow-students from every class ners, and attics of the neighborhood,
and corner of the earth whom he getting education urider the greatest
Several men on Stetson's campus able.
is dug into the ground to the door
over the Southerners, and over Rolmet
and the helpful and enjoyable handicap. It will include some very
are talking about the Stetson-Rollins
for an entrance.)
Miss Douglass has won honors lins in order that she may play off
At the age of seven, he entered a game in a very poor manner. School many times in games as running the State Championship with 'Florida. friendships he m^de; the teamwork high-stand men and some tottering
nearby public school that had just spirit is very much lacking and their center. Her position on the sextet j This year is the strongest year Stet he participated in, the executive ex- for various reasons on the verge of
been built and had three months for talk should be stopped, it can be is not known yet, but it is hoped sob has had for some time, and every perience he gained as manager of dismissal for total failure. Probably
some athletic group or as editor of about 25 per cent of the students
the first' year's school term.
The stopped, and shall be stopped. They that she jwill continue to play the one must pull together f9r her.
some periodical; -the democratic at- are in group 4."
next year the school year was in- say they want to bet on Rollins running center as in her past years.
1
mosphere
in which he lived; the self
against
Stetson.
The
yellow
coward,
X
1
creased to four months and a few
She has' the ability and has shown it
STETSON VS. ROLLINS
reliance he acquired, etc. I can count Y. M. C. A. CONTINUES
years to five months. He passed the the slacker, who can not even back many times.
on the fingers of one hand—any way,
PLANS FOR YEAR'S WORK
Oklahoma Regent's examination for the college which he attends, belongs
Miss Ruth Jennings, guard, is workA prospectus of the game to be not more than two-^the men who
the eighth grade in 1909. For finan- somewhere beside there. We don't ing hard and is making good. She
A committee of three was apcial reasons he was not able to enter need that kind here and can send is one of the standbys of the team and played on Thanksgiving day. The even mentioned spontaneously the pointed at the Y. M. C. A. meeting
studies
they
pursued
or
any
purely
high school until the autumn of 1910, them off with a fare-you-weli party shows the proper spirit. We hope Stetson-Rollins game will excite
Thursday night to confer with Dr.
a t which time he entered Clinton v/bich will resemble the old days that more of her ability show up this more or less comment in the state, intellectual activ^ity in which they Hulley about a matter that all presejat
as it is the game which will decide engaged. It ^ e m s to me highly sig(Okla.) High School. He was gra- when the K. K. K. held sway over year.
whether Florida is State Champion nificant that the acknowledgement were enthusiastic about. If the CY.
duated in 1914 as valedictorian of his the enterprising negro population and
^
X
or not. Florida cannot lay clayn to among college men is almost invari- M. C. A. is able to do what the conclass.
the carpet baggers. Just a squeak
STETSON GLEE CLUB
the
Championship of the state if ably of what college life has done ference proposes, 1922-23 is destined
September of 1914 saw him enter- more and the bells will begin to ring
or is- doing; seldom or never any to be a banner year on this campus
ing Oklahoma University from which for the departure.
Stetson Glee Club has a very en- Stetson wins the Rollins contest. So
first allusion to the formal college as far as work is concerned.
much
interest
is
being
shown
on
all
X — —
he was graduated with an A. B. in
couraging outlook, judging from the
work. Only one man has said to ' Another committee was appointed
Mathematies in 1918 and a B. S. in
THE M. & M. CLUB
interest manifest at the organization sides. Rollins was not in top notch
me the shrewdly
discriminating to arrange a date for the proposed
shape
when
she
played
Florida.
There
Electrical Engineering in 1919. For
meeting Friday, and the first practrack meet. This is a meet that will
The M. & M. Club at their regular
thing:
were
some
sick
men
on
that
team.
the next three school years he was
tice Monday. Mrs. Kenefick, who will
determine the champions of this
meeting on Tuesday night, had the
Not
nearly
so
much
spirit
was
shown
at Cornell University as Instructor
" ' O n e has to look out that he campus, as well as show us whether
have charge of the Glee Club this
pleasure of having Dr. Cordis with
by
the
two
contestants
in
the
game
and Graduate Student. During those
balances the two things. It is a there is sufficient material here to
year, has announced her intention
them. After the usual opening prothree years, he pursued studies so
of having a girl's club this year. between Florida and Rollins as was great mistake at college to neglect constitute a track team to take part
cedure, the president introduced Dr.
that in June of this year he was
Their first practice will be held to- shown by the Sanford High School either the courses or the student ac- in inter-collegiate meets.
Cordis as the speaker of the evening.
given the degree of Master of Science
day, It is planned to combine the and DeLand High. Rollins will be tivities,' "
The program on Thursday night
The words of Dr. Cordis,were of
in Electrical Engineering.
best of the two clubs into a. vesper preparing for the Stetson grid men
Mr. Gavit thinks that students at was in charge of Mr. Lambert. I t
exceptional interest to the members
choir, which will have opportunity long before the game is called. The nearly all colleges may be divided is hoped that at the next meeting to
In addition to a college training,
because they compared the different
to show its colors on various oc- old enemity which is life long be- into four groups with reference to have Professor Ben Hulley to tell
Prof. Heffner comes vdth some pracideas man has had of the doctrine
tween Stetson and Rollins is strong
casions during the year.
tical experience. He has spent two
relationship between scholarship and us of the campus life at Oxford. Mr.
Christ intended for the church with
enough to make the men want to
summers in the Pittsburg plant of
social standing. Thus:
Dr.
Hulley
said,
when
apnouncing
Hulley was a member of one of the
the real teachings outlined by Him.
keep in training. So Rollins is going'
Westinghouse Electrical and Manu"Group 1. The socially prominent rowing teams and on the tennis
the
first
practice,
that
the
most
The words of Dr. Hulley of a few
to be ready. Rollins has only one
iacturing Co. For one summer he
days ago, when he said, "It would pleasant recollection he has of col- game scheduled before the day for and personally popular. Active in teams from his college, and he unwas in the engineering Bureau of
be a great thing for the Christian lege life, even over his fraternity the . game so far.
Stetson intends all the more conspicuous athletics doubtedly can give the fellows somethe New York and Queens Electric
and
athletic
activities,
is
of
the
good
denomination if the preachers would
to keep in games and have one every and more undergraduate/ activitie/s. thing to think about.
Light and Power Company of New
1
X
make up their minds to preach only times with the glee-ful club. The week. What will be the result of Financially comfortable, as a rule;
York City.
Christ and Him crucified," were plans are now to ,have as many trips this? Rollins, unless she gets more very small proportion working their STETSON LITERARY SOCIETY
Prof. Heffner claims he has made brought to the mind of the writer. as possible this year, and it is hoped games, will lose her training and way or in need of financial assistwo thousand and six hundred miles If the churches with all their various that credit will be allowed in college hardness. Stetson may have a few tance. Few of notably high standing
The meeting opened with a busiduring the last two summers on doctrines would get nearer to Christ credits for those who make their players who are damaged, but those in scholarship; indeed/ men most im- ness .discussion in which a committee
hikes, and says that he is fond of they would of necesity be drawn letter.
who are sound will be ready for any portant for athletic prestige and was appointed to draw up a new
all sorts of sports. He partakes of closer together.
The musical department, it has team.
Hard and strong and en- important student activities fre- constitutipn. Three were appointed,
tennis and other light sports. He has
been previously announced, is to have during. Then the training which quently in hot water and in danger namely, Lambert, Buck and Moran.
Dr. Gordis expressed his pleasure
established quite a reputation as a
The program began by all singing
especial attention by the administra- Stetson has this year is much better of being lost by probation for low,
landscape photographer in the past at being able to address the M. & M. tion, this year, hence, the glee club than they have had for a number of grades. Few, if any. Phi Beta "Columbia." A reading by Mamie
two years and has quite a collection and the president assured him for must have the backing of the en- years. Rollins has no better material Kappas, and an excessive proportion Swain, "John Anderson, 'My Jo,
the club that his presence was aplowstand
students.
Probably John," by Burns. A violin solo by
of pictures.
tire school. Our school is co-educa- than she had last year and no better of
preciated.
^
tional, and there is no reason why; training while Stetson has much about 25 per cent of students are Mr. Casaus, accompanied by Mr.
Prof. Heffner was baptized into
^
X
•
sufficient material from the two glee better training and some wonderful in this group.
the Baptist Church at the age of
Moran. Debate, "Is Teaching of
The
professors
in
the
law
school
clubs could not be found that "Will material. Let's go Stetson.
nine and was a regular teacher in
"Group 2. Men of lesser promi- More Benefit to Humanity Than
are
reporting
a
phenomenal
success
be a credit to the school.
Sunday School at the age of fournence. Engaged in minor sports and Preaching." Affirmative, Mr. Holmes,
teen. While being a technical engi- of the law department. The work
activities. Notably better average Mr. Lambert; Negative^ Mr. Murphy,
If you, reader, have the slightest
neer, he is also a human engineer is closely organized and strongly trace of music in you, give the
grades than group one. Members of Mr. Buck. Judges, Dr. Allen, Avis
Mr.
Duckwitz
is
teaching
the
foland loves to work and mingle with supervised and the fellows are re- leader of the glee clubs a chance to lowing students: Mr. Harlan Martin, less prominent clubs and fraternities. Lewis. Negative winning. A qolo
people. He is active in church, Sun- sponding to the stronger rules in a get it out of you. You will have the Misses Reubannah Weaver, Louise A large proportion working their by Miss Avis Lewis.
day school, Y. M. C. A. arid other splendid way. There are over 66 good times that are sure to come J^Kenefick, Elizabeth Douglass, Ladelle way and in need of financial assistThe program closed by all giving'
forms of work, especially among the students in the senior, junior and with glee club work; you will probab
McDonald, Kathleen Allen, Catherine ance. Again few, if any. Phi Beta some of Stetson's yells. After the
first
year
classes,
and
this
does
not
young people. He comes a single
get credit for your work; you
fMartin, Oatherine Parks, Annett Kappas. This group contains about dismissing of the society the boys
man and says he is just as young as count those who will be listed next help to carry the musical standa
!]mrich, Mrs. Barret Caldwell and a normal percentage distributions of went over to DeLand Hall for a .social
«ver.
_
^j ^.^:^ year as first year men in a three year of Stetson to a higher level.
all the grades of scholarships. Prob- hour.
'Ruth
Foard.
course.
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AN INTRODUCTION
We take great pleasure in introducing to the readers of "Stetson
Collegial^e" the individuals who are
to furnish them with reading matter from the various departments.
These, with the editors, constitute
the editorial staff. They are going
to be dependent upon you in a very
large measure for news items, but
we are sure you will co-operate with
them in the right spirit. We call
attention again to the fact that we
will be glad to publish all items of
general interest and we ask that you
furnish some member of the editorial
staff with this material each week
before Friday afternoon.

upon the citizens of our entire constituency. In any nation where the
people are divided into castes, and
only a certain caste may have governing power, the training of the lower
castes is not only not required, but
is really undesirable. But in that
nation where the boy reared in the
log cabin, educated by the light of a
light-wood knot, Aiay become the
great statesman of the hour, no elimination can be permitted of students
seeking entrance into institutions
of learning.
The danger, in the mind of the
writer, is not that too many men are
attending college, but rather that
there is hardly sufficient accomodation for those who require such an
education. How can our civilization
continue on its upward trend if we
nip in the bud one of the chief
sources of growth? And, where is
there one who would dare to say of
a young man, '"College training will
do him no good."
No, there are not too many men
attending college. Statistics show
that in 1900 there were only 115,000
men in college, while it can hardly be
doubted that the total enrollment for
this year will exceed 400,000. Our
present civilization requires that man
be more highly trained to cope with
world problems, for our interest is
no longer centered within our own
tribe, but extends throughout the
world, and we consider people of
other nations—"neighbors."

speaks with a wisdom garnered by a
long life among the haunts of man.
Listen to the voice, it always comes,
soft, still, yet echoing and thundering till the ear drum seems to burst.
Doubts are traitors, the voice is an
ALPHA PHI EPSILON
enemy to doubt. When a question
arises, there is the voice to settle
The Alpha Phi Epsilon held its
the upheaval in the mind.
The 'first program in its fraternity j-oom
promptings of the voice,' some call it on Monday night. The program comintuition, others name it not, must I.' mittee announced the program for
be heeded that the hearer may reach the next two meetings and if they
the heights of success, of honor, are as good as the first the members
of fame, whatever the soul seeks for are assured of spending some profitthe small great voice will give. Let able evenings this year.
it be your guiding star, let it lead,
H. H. Smith spoke to the memfollow the gleam which comes from bers, first on the subject, "What can
1
•
you know not where, . and follow Alpha Phi Epsilon do for Stetson."
The library of Stetson is practicalfaithfully, never lose it and the des- He said that the mission of this fraly complete in every respect. Those
tiny to which it will lead you is be- ternity is purely to develop public
who are in charge there have so far
yond your wildest dreams All great! speakers and train the members in
this year shown the kind of interest
men have followed and never lost forensics, or hov^ to debate on the
in the student. These lines are writthe little big voice. I know little of floor. His presentation of the subten, not from any radical view-point,
the voice, I hear it, I try to follow, ject was in an admirable manner and
but only as a sugg'estion for improveit leads a wandering life, to follow those present would have done well
ment in the present arrangement.
is hard. Over the hill, down into to take his advice and work for this
At present, there are only two
the valleys through the shadows, into society in this year.
nights each week when either boys
Howard Gallant followed Mr.
the glare, over the hot sands, in the
•or girls may visit the library. A
soft coolness of the shallow, clear Smith on the subject, "Current
football man has only four hours
babbling brook. Through the ages Events of the Summer." He started
each week that he may put in library
the voice leads on. Man comes and with events of international interest,
research work. It is often the case
goes' but it goes on forever. Des- then national interest, then state
that the very night the library is retinies are lost and found through the. interest, then sectional interest, and
quired is the night that the use is
mediumship of the voice. Hear it then of local interest. ' Those who
denied.
calling, just a short way ahead. expect to make any headway in
It must be admitted that the arHear it up the trail just beyond reach. forensics or oratory will need to
rangement under which the library
Follow, follow till ye die, follow the keep up with current events and this
was conducted the first part of last
start of Mr. Gallant should encourage
lone trail till ye die.
year was hardly satisfactory. How
the members to be ready to speak on
would the following plan work? Have
+
1
similar subjects at any time.
the library open each night for all
ALPHA XI DELTA ENTERTAINED
OUR LEADING CITIZEN ^
•Mr. Stover spoke to those present,
students of the university. Desigon "Debating." Alpha Phi Epsilon
When a pay-as-you-enter affair w
nate one side for the exclusive use
Our leadng citizen is not, as so
is indeed fortunate in having such a
^ f the boys and the other for the ex- many would think, a man or. woman, given in Ruth Dye's room. Ice crea
an as Mr. Stover as critic and those
"XJirmi-marnST man, ralikr, gub'Ts ItlgJJanii.iwafters wejpe. served. • A
those present were Mildred North
If the faculty would agree to this simple citizen who does his every cross, Louise and Dora Gibson, Violet words of the speSker in their minds
day
duty
and
does
it
well'
He
does
|
throughout the year.
His words
program, it would seem that the
Eversole, Billy Cambpell, Evlyn Ashactual value of the library would be not set himself up as a standard to ley, -Saddle Waren, Isabelle Knight would inspire any one who might
be followed by a gaping public. He
have ambitions in forensics and it
increased manifoldly.
is the one who makes the wheels Helen Howard, Ivy Layton, Freddie is only necessary to say that Mr.
Bryan, Anna Ley, Frances Douglass,
A statement recently made by an move. Each one who lives in a city Helen Shirley, Leola King, Olga stover as critic, gave a talk that
who
day
by
day
carries
out
the
little
would be well to be remembered by
eminent educator, to the effect that
job and sells his little bit out of his Bowen, Clara Wilcox, Eleanor Hun- all present.
too many men are going to college,
stock of goods is a leading citizen. ter, Grace Walton, Sybil Ley, Mary
1_
:
has brought forth many articles from
Not he who stands on the corner Tribble, Dorothy Adamson, Johnny
PI PHI
other educators and college journals.
trying to grace a soap box and who and Isabelle McCann, Marie Anderson
While these words will probarbly be
rants to a crowd of ever increasing Ruth Dye Friday night the nicest
Friday afternoon and evening a
lost in the great heap of articles
rabble. Not he who in subtler ways dutch supper was given in Abbie number of the new girls enjoyed the
that have preceded it. Some of the wins the confidence of those, one of Lapham's room. Red shaded candles
positions taken by the various writers whom is born every minute. Not he were used and blue arrows tied with hospitality of the members of the Pi
seem to be too radical, in one ex- who is held by an individual citizen wine ribbon were the place cards. Beta Phi Fraternity in the room of
treme or the other, as the statement and by only one and no other. The eats were potato salad, Boston Abbie Lapham and Margaret Moore.
In the afternoon Elizabeth Hughes
appears to be.
There can be no leading citizen in baked beans, pickles, relish sandThe democratic government of the leading town or city because wiches- and sweet sandwiches, coffee lured the girls to her room where
America has as its foundation the there every one is working toward and the best doughnuts. Those en- they made delicious chocolate nut
idea "that all men are created equal;" the same end and each one is exert- joying this affair were Frances and fudge. At six o'clock the jangle of
a bell was .heard and the girls troophence our civilization is dependent ing the same effort.
Louise Wade, Mary Mackey, Annette ed into room A, the home of Abbie
It is strange that the guUable Emrich, Lillian Park, Evelyn Ashley and Margaret, there the girls were
public will sit down and spend an Dot Douglass, Margaret and Virginia delighted by the sight which met
hour writing out a prise essay on Bow, Margaret Moore, Charlotte their eyes. The room was decorated
the leading citizen when they should Dunham, Madge and Frankie Max- informally for the gala occasion.
be out at some real uplifting work. well, Elizabeth Hughes, Constance The picnic lunch was spread temptIt is strange that people have so Freeman, Billie Campbell, Betty ingly in regular picnic style. The
much to waste on the leading citizen Holshauser, Mrs. Howard Hon, Ruth girls found their places by dainty
yet if a man were standing oh the Jennings and Abbie Lapham.
blue arrow-heads tied with wine and
brink of starvation and the precisilver ribbon. The menu consisted
In Your Garden.
pice were crumbling beneath his
of baked beans, potato salad, pickles,
It
is
truly
wonderful
how
many
feet they would not have the time
birds will visit modest gardens dur- olives, raisins, nut sandvdches, olive
to hand him a morsel to eat. It is ing a year. They will, during the maize sandwiches, doughnuts and cofpitiable that an innocent man or wo- spring migration, be most in evidence fee. Those \^ho enjoyed the affair
man must allow their name to be from early daylight till breakfast were, Charlotte Dunham, Billy Campplaced in a paper with the glaring time, and then again as evening bell, Constance Freeman, Lillian
lines beneath: Leading citizen leads comes on, says the American Forestry Parks, Evelyn Ashley, Ruth and
by a large majority, and the leading Magazine. When autumn approaches, Frances Wade, Annette Emerick and
the migration that takes place is
The people we meet doing citizens who are nominated.
equally Interesting. In winter we may Mary Markey.
Christ was placed on the cross befor various finches, sparrows,
nothing and going nowhere tween two robbers. It is easily seen look
Numbering German Students' Hair.
crossbills, hawks, owls, ahd not a few
Professors who (according to a dls
other species that come to us during
that
the
methods
of
an
olden
day
are signposts along life's have yet to see their decline. Can that time of the year.
patch from Berlin) recently counte<
the hairs on the heads, of an entln
highway. They give warn- any punishment be so terrible as to
class of men and women in Munid
be placed in a doubtful position. Can
university, raust have been endowed
ing that we should do some- it be said that our leading citizen is
wifh remarkable patience. The ar
duous research disclosed that thi
a comrade to a thief or that he asthing to get somewhere— sociates with a bootlegger? Why not
men had from 40,000 to 50,000 hairs
the women from 60,000 to 70,00C
have a race for tne most popular
and a savings account is a bootlegger. It would be a hot race
Counting at the rate of one hair i
second, It would take one professo.
and
there
would
have
to
be
an
extra
through ticket to success. •
inore than 19 hours to number 70,000.
edition of the paper in order that
the whole list might be gotten in.
German marks are too abundant
even to have a chance of being sought
Save a dime or save a dollar
1
•
for In the future as Interesting souTHE VOICE
But save at
venlrtj.

GREEK LETTER
SOCIETIES

GOING
NOWHERE

Trade With

First National Bank
Under Government

Supervision

DeLand, Fla.

The voice which speaks from the
dark, often heard and often disregarded, is not so small a voice as is
presumed by the multitude. Only a
fool never changes his mind. The
man who knows his own mind is a
wise man indeed. Very few men
know themselves and are entirely incapable of judging others. He who
is true to himself can be false to no
man. The small great voice which
comes to every one, oft in time of
need and oft in time of plenty.

The

Collegiate
Advertisers

The undertaking business is reported a little slack. This is no doubt
due to fewer races to beat the train
across.
The government Is trying to decide
whether skates are toys or sporting
goods. They are often dangerous
weapons.
Critics of the long kiss at the end
if the reel suggest that If It could
le abolished they would live happily
?er after.

VITAI LAMPADA
(By Henry Newbolt)
There's a breathless hush in the close
But the Captain's hand on his shoulder smote—
Ten to make and the match to win;
A bumping pitch and a blinding
light,
An hour to pljjy and the last man
in.
And it's not for the sake of a ribboned coat,
Or the selfish hope of a season's
fame,
der emote—
"Play up! Play up! and play the
game!"
The sand of the desert is sodden red,
Red with the wreck of a square
that broke;
The Catling's jimmed and the Colonel
dead,
And the regiment blind with dust
and smoke.
The river of death has brimmed his
banks,
And England's far, and honor a
name.
But the voice of a school body rallies the ranks,
"Play up! play up! and play the
game!"

Away up in Fairbanks, Alaska,
there is a paper published called the
News-Miner. During the summer
the following article appeared in its
columns: "Bucknell University is out
with a challenge to all comers. It
lays claim to the long-distance record
in college presidencies with Chas. E.
Bunnell Bucknell, president of America's farthei-est north college at Fairbanks, Alaska, and Lincoln Hulley,
president of Stetson University, DeLand, Florida, it is asserted that
Bucknelj graduates hold the northsouth championship for cohtinental
United States colleges.
"President Hulley, who was formerly a member of the Bucknell
faculty and is now a member of the
Board of Trustees, has headed the
Florida institution for eighteen years,
and is today one of the most prominent men in educational and political
circles in the Everglade state.
"President Bunnell, whose infant
institution, the Alaska Agricultural
College and School of Mines, will
open its doors for the first time this
September. He has for 22 years been
closely connected with the development of Uncle Sam's most northerly
territory, as educator, lawyer, and
until recently as FederJ^l Judge of
the Fairbanks district.
"Both men are also graduates of
Keystone Academy,
Factoryville,
Pa., which was founded by John
Howard Harris, Bucknell graduate
and for thirty years" president of
Bucknell."

EAT A
PALACE PIE
CHOCOLATE COATED
CREAM BAR

ICE

Mrs. Kenefick is teaching the following student voice, two lessons a
week. Misses Everitt Vining, Mary
Davis, Helen Shirley, Rosa Gibson,
Dorothy Underbill, Mable Swope,
Dora Govson, Louise Kenefick, Elizabeth Kenefick, Helen Dulten, Marian
Kenefick and Esther Alshemier.
Miss Gaut is teaching the following students piano, two lessons a
week: Mary Willis, Fredericka Lane,
Dorothy Adamson, John Holmes,
Hazel Sawyer, Margaret Van Cleve,
Anna Williams, Laurie Buck,, Francis Thomas, Eleanor Meeks, Francis
Campbell, Marie Kirk, Zena Beachem,
Hazel Overstreet, Francis ^Holmes,
Charlotte Farringtoru^^;g'^^''^^^V-'^Thelnia R o s h o i y , ? ? ^ ^ L^n^^ j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
Beadle and i^n^
Stephens.

This is the word that year by year.
While in her place the school is set;
Everyone of her sons must hear,
£ a t at H arpers.
And none that hear it dare f orggL
This they all vdth a joyful mii:d
Bear through life like a Jorch in
Mrs. Ethel M. Fisher is teaching
flame.
And falling fling to the host behind— the following young people piano:
Elizabeth Blane, Ruth Marsh, Eliza"Play, up! play UT! and play the beth Allen, Elizabeth ~ "
Glitd:?3Wi^- - ^ « ^-'^'

Ruth Butner, Lois Wright, Ethel
Mears, Betty Foard, May 'Louise
Foard, Edward Pinkerton, Charles
Seeds as Source of Wealth.
Henderson, Lillian Tournquist, CathAlthough there are a number of pro erine Craig, Elizabeth
Robinson,
ductlve sources of vegetable oils nsei Mary Harris Ezell, Grace Hunter,
In the arts and in the manufacture o; Richard Stover and Betty Bush.
food products, investigations by th«
Dean Carson had the following anUnited States Department of Agricul
read - in f chapel, "All,
ture Indicate that valuabjLe edible oili nouncement
students who plan to graduate in
may be obtained in paying quantitiei June, 1923, from any of the departfrom waste products and from seeds ments of the University, except the
such as the sunflower, not yet growi Business College and the Conservato any great extent in this country tory of Music, must arrange definiteAt the present time the principa ly at once for graduation with the
sources of vegetable oils are flaxseed Dean." Dean Carson reports the
cottonseed, soy beans, corn germs largest law classes, the largest liberal
peanuts, palm, rape seed, tungnuta arts classes, the largest business
classes ?'n the history of the institumustard seed, sesame, castor beam tion.
ind oUves.

-t-
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SEE THE

f

BEST PICTURES
AT THE

Athens Theatre
Program from Tuesday, Oct. 17
to Monday, Oct 23
PROGRAM, TUESDAY, October 17
See RUDOLPH VALENTINO in

"FRIVOLOUS WIVES"
Also Century Comedy "A RADIO HOUND"
PROGRAM, WEDNESDAY, October 18

"MONHEGAN'S DAUGHTER"
Based on JACK LONDON'S Story "JEES UCK"
Star Comedy "HIS PREHISTORIC COMEDY"
and PATHE NEWS REEL
PROGRAM, THURSDAY, October 19

"HOME TALENT"
ALSO A GOOD COMEDY
PROGRAM, FRIDAY, October 20

"THE HEART OF A TEXAN"

*

Mr. Hart is his best in this picture.
Also a Pathe Comedy, "THE OLD SEA DOG"

PROGRAM, SATURDAY, October 21
FRANK MAYO in

"CAUGHT BLUFFING"
12th Chapter of " A D V E N T U R E S OF ROBINSON CRUSOE"

PROGRAM Monday, Oct. 23.
"THE OTHER WOMAN"
a great picture
Also INTERNATIONAL NEWS

DeLAND'S Most Popular
Playhouse

*

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 17, iS22
Peterson took a trip home over WHEN DICKENS VISITED YALE
the week-end. He has been working
so hard on'the football field that he students Sang Under Novelist's Window at Bedtime, and Their Efforts
needed a long rest.
Were Not Appreciated.

J * * *

*
*
*

DREKA'S
DeLAND,

-

-

FLORIDA

Smith's Sanitary Barber
"The Best Always."

*

Shop—

Thursday night, after the strenuous
cheer practice at noon and at night,
Francis Reed went to bed all tired
out. When he knelt by his bed to,
say his prayers, Sunday says he heard
Francis' deep, bass voice ' sawing,
"God bless ma; God bless pa; God
bless everybody, rah, rah, rah."

*

Smith's Sanitary Barber
The Quality Shop.

Shop—

With the departure from Boston for
Worcester, Springfield, Hartford and
"a place called New Haven," began
the observations on American travel,
American hotels, American expectoration, which were in the maiP excluded from "American Notes" and
which make the vital interest of the
letters. After two hours and a half
by boat from Springfield to Hartford—
"queer traveling," Dickens avers—^he
undertook a bold venture—the train
journey to New Haven. This was
completed speedily In three hours and
Dickens was again in university life.
But alas for Yale! AVhereas the young
men of Harvard university had
yearned as one man to sit under the
novelist as a teacher, these others,
more carnal, craved no intellectual
manna. Instead they sang to him—
yes, sang to him, under his window at
bedtime, Stanley T. Williams writes
in the North American Review. And
unsuccessfully. The Yale students,
declared the Atlantic Monthly, in the
dear, familiar phrase, "were there in
force." Dickens' amazement at this
custom was not wholly pleasurable.
"And when," he says, sadly, "at last
we got to bed and were 'going' to fall
asleep, choristers of the college turned
out in body under the window and
serenaded us! We had had, by the
by, another serenade at Hartford,
from a Mr. Adams, nephew of John
Quincy Adams, and a German friend.
They," says this cutting novelist,
"were most beautiful singers.",.

Last summer Charlie Henderson
and Lloyd Layton applied for work
at a wood-yard. They were given
*
FOR SORORITIES and FRATERNITIES
jobs and agreed to report to work
the next piorning. The next morning'
*
Lloyd reported at seven o'clock, but
Complete line
it was nine before Charlie came
down, evidently trying to keep bank*
er's hours. A few days later they
*
were sent out into the woods to work
For Hallowe'en Parties
P with twoi experienced lumbermen.
*
Lloyd was put at a saw, the other side
Favors ^ Place Cards
Masks
of which was in charge of an old and
Lamp Shades
Doilies
experienced lumberman.
At first
Lloyd got along pretty well, but by
*
Luncheon Sets
the afternoon his strength began to
wane. Suddenly the old man stopped
the^aw and spat. "Sonny," he said,
*
*
not unkindly, "I don't mind yer riding
on this saw, but if it's jest the same
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ^ * ^ * ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ to you I wish you'd keep yer feet
DWARF TREE NATURAL FREAK
off the ground.
What's ithe mattei^ with the old
Frequently Attains Diameter of Six
Feet, but Is Never More Than a
girls, can't they-stick together, it's
One car that went to Orlando
Foot in Height.
something new in Stetson History Saturday to see the game had some
Glad to see some of the boys at when an old girl helps a Rat to escape
vesper services, they are always wel- some domestic duty. Let me tell you trip. Lloyd, Layton, Charlie HenderAVelwitschia
Mirabilis,
nature's
son, Kerfoot Bryant, Ed Kepler, J. queerest tree, lives to be 100 years old,
come.
Rats, the new girls must show up to P. Edmunds, John Pixley, and Ollie and often attains a diameter of six
Quite a number away over the a good advantage to outclass the hew Edmunds, were in Pixley's Ford, and feet, but it is never more than a foot
week-end,' the dormitory seemed men, who take their work ag fresh- to hear them tell it, they had some in height.
man should, in good spirit. Come trip. They were five hours coming
When the seedling of the tree first
rather quiet.
on girls, be big enough to be a sport back. They pushed the Ford through pokes its head above the dry and
Elizabeth Holshouser spent the about it, and old girls—stick to- the nine mile detour that was prac- dusty soil of the most rainless
in which it grows, it puts forth
week-end with Dorothy Douglass, gether and don't pet your favorite tically under water. Seven fellows region
two seed leaves or cotyledons, not
Rat.
she reported a most delightful time.
went into the detour, but only six unlike those of a bean. As the plant
were in the car when they reached develops, two green leaves spring
the road. Wanted: To know what from the edges of the cotyledons.
was the matter with the other fel- These two leaves are the only ones
borne by the plant throughout its
low.
century of existence. Flat and leathery, six feet long and two or three
We are sorry that Margaret Mae feet wide when fully developed, they
Brooks had to go home indefinitely. hang from either side of the stubby
And don't you think Chaudoin trunk in gracefully curving green
Rats are very attractive in their streamers. In later y e ^ s they split
green and white caps? seriously, I along straight lines into a number of
mean that question.
This is one narlfow strips. When old enough to
time it requires no time in selecting- beair fruit, double-branched flower
the prettiest hat as to color and suit- staljis, nearly a foot high, spring from
ability, just go in at Fountain's and the bdges of the seed leaves, bearing
th clerk rushes forth with the desired small erect cones colored a brilliant
scarlet. Between the scales of the
article.
cones are very small flowers which
in due time bear seediS.

*

Dennison Crepe Paper Novelties

G. A. Dreka & Co.

Local and Personal

Hart Schaffner & Marx

CLOTHES
FINE SHOES
V. M. FOUNTAIN CO.
w^ V
The American Classical League is
making a study of the position of
Latin and Greek in the colleges of
the United States. The investigation finds that Stetson University is
maintaining the classical ideal far
above the average American college.
The Wisconsin students were informed by the authorities that undesirable citizens would not be given
the freedom of the university to address the students. The students
wanted to hear a negro, W. E. B.
Dubois, Frank Vanderbilt, the Wall
Street banker, Upton Sinclair, who
divorced his, wife, Auto S. Kahn
Kate Richards O'Hare, John Holmes,
Senator Robert Lafollette and Wm.
J. McAdoo. The university accepted the entire list except Mr. O'Hare
and Mr. Sinclair. The students are
apt to forget that freedom of speech
is a civil, not an institutional right.

NEW STOCK
of

Wright and Ditson
Tennis Rackets
and

I

Tennis Balls

We try to please y o u — H arpers.

\

Leave your thirst at our
Fountain and carry
away a sweet and happy memory.
THE PALACE

' — "

I Fisher Drug Co.

Sunday, Treadwell and Morgan
went over to Gainesville' to see the
Florida-Furman game.
Treadwell !
Tfim^t^^iaMj
Storm
and Morgan came back with disappointed looks on their faces. They
DeLand, Florida
talked up Stetson on Florida's own
field.
i "The best drug store service"

W e are Headquarters for

Stationery and Novelties
Stetson Pennants—Die Stamped Stationery

Reeve & Howard
/C-

F.P.Hyde
Kodak Finishing,

'

Picture Framing,

Enlarging

Special Attention given to Framing Diplomas
Over Reeve & Howard

SUITS ^PRESSED
25c
STUDENT'S PRICE
BARSONY

Only the best at Smith's Sanitary
Barber Shop.

Program
XTbe Brel^a Xlbeatre
ifSattb, iFlnrtiia
PROGRAM FOR WEEK OF OCTOBER 16TH
MONDAY AND TUESDAY
"Manslaughter"

The great Cecil B. DeMille masterpiece starring
Thos. Meighan, Leatrice Joy and Lois Wilson.
Froni the popular story by Alice Duer Miller that
appeared in the Saturday Evening Post. IT'S OUR
G R E A T E S T F A L L PICTURE.
Pathe Revie'w.

Also Fox N e w s and

WEDNESDAY
Constance Talmadge in "The Primitive Lover"
The latest First National Attraction featuring
the greatest comedienne of thtT screen.
It's a
laugh from the first reel to the final fade-out.
Also Topics of the Day and a Pathe Comedy.
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
"The Broadway Rose"

The latest Mae Murray wonder-picture. It is
the most spectacular picture ever shown in DeLand. Wonderful gowns, gorgeous dances and a
story that is full of the spice of life. Also the

Ever since the days when old Homer
wrote of the home-coming of Ulysses
Fox News and a Christie Comedy.
when his faithful old hound alone
recognized him in his disguise as a
SATURDAY
beggar, there have been some of the
"The Rulling Passion"
finest bits of literature devoted to
A delightful United Artist's picture starring
noble characteristic's of dogs. LlewelMr. George Arliss. A comedy of rich manufaclyn's faithful hound, Bill Sykes' loyal
turer who refused to die and started a new formongrel; Bayard, Baldy of Nome, Jertune. Also a Fox Comedy.
ry, and Michael, brother of Jerry;
Pierrot, Dog of Belgium. Caesar the
King's dog are just a few of the modA luck number drawing Thursday night. A reguerns whose names come to memory out
lar feature of the program.
of some ef the golden books. Fond
as the world has always been of love
We will continue as in the past, to show only
and romance it has always been glad
the latest and greatest pictures from the big proto turn to the book which had a real
ducers. We will not show old pictures re-hashed
dog for its hero, partly because of the
to fool you. Watch the Jacksonville papers for
innate liking of humanity for honesty
new releases. We have probably played them.
and nobility of character, and partly
because of all the creatures man has
domesticated the dog has the liveliest
sense of humor and the highest ideal
of companionship.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

TENNIS

Aby Chardkoff carried a car load
Each week sees an addition to the
of fellows to the game in a Dodge,
list
of accidents on the football field.
and, now Aby is after some one to
endorse his note to pay for the car. Clem Carroway, from Sanford, is the
last. "Fats" was looking mighty good
Julian Sikes has been doing a lit- out there and the student body is
tle detective work.
It has been very anxious to see him aut there
rumored that some of his personal again.
belonging? were disturbed and he is
out after the man that touched them.

The Young Men's Christian Association besides giving itself strictly to
religious efforts, is undertaking also
to fill a need for broader interests
among the men. They have planned
a track meet and a Y. M. C. A.
basketball team.
>

X—

Dogs!

(The Busy Druggists)

Fall in line and eat at Harpers.

The saddest words of tongue or pen
"He flunked me last year, and I've
got him again."

STETSON
STATIONERY
Get It, At
ALLEN'S

Mrs. Claude DeLoch Walker, of
Norfolk Va., a graduate of the New
England Conservatory of Music, has
been engaged as violin teacher at the
University. She has a down town
studio as well, and her work is recommended to the people of DeLand
strongly.

|

About half the money of the
seventy-five million dollar campaign
project by the Southern Baptists has
been raised. This is a splendid showing. It indicates that success will
croMm the effort. Net quite three
years have passed. The fall drive
ought to bring the collections up to
three-fifths the total. This has been
done during hard times. The leaders are encouraged to plan for bigger
things in the future.
The music teachers have their
hands full. There are about eight
persons teaching pipe organ, piano,
flute, violin, voice, harmony, theory
and history of music. Mr. Duckwitz
in charge of instrumental music and
Mrs. Kenefick in charge of the vocal
music, have their hands full. In this
connection it may be said that Dr.
Bingham, the director of applied
psychology, of Carnegie Institute at
Pittsburg, conducted an investigation on "What music does," and the
result was "its stimulation of pleasing mental feelings," "the brightening of joys, present relief from sorrows, promotes good fellowship and
jolly moods, rouses laggard sensations, induces tenderness, inspires
grandeur and devotion and electrifies one's patrotism."

The Best Cosmetics.
Many yearfe ago an old New England
lady wrote out the following list of
toilet articles and advised all women
to a<?quire and use them:
First—Self-knowledge,
a
mirror
showing the form in the most perfect
light.
Second—Innocence, a white paint,
beautiful but easily soiled and requiring continual care to preserve Its luster.
Third—Modesty, a rouge giving a delightful bloom to the cheeks.
Fourth—Contentment, an infallible
smoother of wrinkles.
Fifth—Truth, a salve rendering the
lips soft and delicious." •
^
Sixth—Gentleness, a cordjal imparting sweetness to the voice.
Seventh—Good humor, a universal
beautifier.—Boston Transcript.

*

*

*

TheMen's

Shop

Manhattan Shirts
Manhattan Pajamas
' Manhattan Collars
Manhattan Underwear

Knox hats
caps
W. W. WATTS, Prop.
Phone 69

**
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

That Weird "Whisky."
The word whisky is now only of
historic interest, as it is obsolete In
the English language as spoken in
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
America.
It is of historic interest, however,
to recall that tlie word is a corruption ^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
of the name given to the commodity
by the race that invented it—the
Gaelic. The word in its original
Gaelic form is "uisgebeatha," which
means water of life.
There is a species of cactus growLarge assortmejit of National Biscuit Go's Crackers.
ing in southern Texas, which is called
whisky-root. Chewed, and Its juice
sWjallowed, whisky-root produced effects similar to those produced by
the whisky without the root. This
speeies of cactus is now also, obsolete,
although it still grows.—Milwaukee
SentineL
****************************************

I
MECCA ON DRAUGHT
|
I Cigars and Tobacco Candies - Lunches |
Fruits

THE

Canned Goods

SUGAR

BOWL
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STETSON
STUDENTS

Musical Instrumenrs of all kinds. The latest pieces for your phonograph. Stetson Banners. I

DeLAND PIANO AND MUSIC CO
RITE-WAY SHOE FirRY
Rear of DeLand Music Go's. Store

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ' 5
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KODAK FINISHING
SUPREME
PORTRAITS
FRAMING

DREW, BLAIN, BATTLE
DOUGLASS TO ASSIST.

FLORIDA SOUVENIR
PICTURES IN OIL
COLORS
COMMERCIAL
PHOTOGRAPHY
THE WRIGHT STUDIO
132 SO. BLVD.
QUALITY PHOTOGRAPHY

Advertise
in the
Collegiate
and keep your
r

name before the
students

EAT
PALACE ICE CREAM
IT'S PURE—IT'S DELICIOUS
Made in DeLand

SPALDING
SWEATERS
Warm and comfortable with free
arm movement.
Spaldingsweaters
are garments for
all-around use—
for everybody-—
men and women.
Just right for all
manner of outdoor wear.

SEND TOR CATALOGmS

W. A. Allen & Co., Agents

For pleasure and recreation
go to

DELAND BILLIARD PARLOR
Springthorpe Co. REALTORS
Dreka Bldg.

Phone 11

Apartments and Houses fo. Rent or Sale
Orange Groves and Farms.
STEPHEN LAND FOLGER, Inc.
Established 1892

MANUFACTURING

JEWELERS

CLUB AND COLLEGE PINS AND RINGS
GOLD, SILVER AND BRONZE MEDALS

180 Broadway
New York

PARKER ENWRIGHT
CHEER LEADER

on the sod, on the sod,
RAH, RAH, RAH!
Cheer for ol' Stetson,
Stetson will win;
Fight to the finish.
Never give in.

AND

Rah! Rah! Rah!
You do your best boys.
We'll do the rest boys.
Last week the Stepson spirit was Fight on to victory,
evidenced in great style when the
Rah! Rah! Rah!
student body assembled and elected
•Xthe cheer leaders. The cheer leaders * * * * * * * * * * * * * #
when elected immediately started *
*
work and the cheers that came forth *
THE RAT TRAP
%
showed that the old spirit hasn't * /
Edited by J. O. Ker
*
waned in the least.
*
*
Parker Enwright ha^ got a lot of * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
pep, and his assistants* haven't got
Hey! You members of the faculty,
a bit less. Cheer practice was/hel^
every day last week and the cheers students of Stetson, Rats and all get
are now in pretty good shape. Some your best non-de-plume and connew cheers are being arranged and tribute to the Rat Trap, the cheering
before the game on Saturday a cheer section of the Collegiate iWeekly.
practice will be called to learn the Poems, good jokes, and any clever
thought will be appreciated in trying
new yells.
Nothing can be done by the stu- to make this column a success. It
dent body that will mean more toward may be you have a suggestion of a
developing a permanent college spirit better name for the column, if so,
than to show a willingness to back spit 'er out. Either send your conthe athletic teams by yelling. Be- tributions to the Rat Trap, in care
low are printed the yells that have of The Stetson Collegiate Weekly,
been practiced and the new ones will pr hand it to some member of the
staff.' COME ON IN AND MAKE IT
be published in the ^ next edition.
•A SUCCESS.
/'
J. 0. KER.
STETSON YELLS
DOUBLES S
NATURAL HISTORY SERIES
SS TT EE TT SS 0 0 NN STETSON
Th R a t
Rac ity yac yac rac ity yac yac
Hullabaloo Hullabaloo Hullabaloo—- Behold the Rat!
Lets go.
He ith very green;
Yea, verily, even hith, cover ith
WHAT'S THE MATTER
green.
What's the matter with Bowen He salutheth all strangers and others.
(body) He's all right. (C. L.) Who's
all right (body) Bowen—and so on He pfoceedeth cautiously lest he offendeth "Old Men."
through the whole team.
He beholdeth the profs with awe.
LOCOMOTIVE
He studieth diligently for hith
RAH RAH RAH RAH STETSON
classes
STETSON
He
trieth
football—but lo! he doeth
(faster) RAH RAH RAH STETSON
not make the team.
STETSON
(All Force) RAH RAH RAH STET- He cheerith lustily at cheer practice.
SON STETSON WHISTLE!
He ith a great sport!
t
SPELL YELL
—Oh, bijy gum!
S T E T S O N
(faster) S T E T Spearmint?
SON
(all force)
STETS O N Stetson Stetson.
On a Rainy Night Too
I
,
stood
on the bridge at midnight
FIGHT
The night was full of air.
FIGHT FIGHT FIGHT,
GREEN
And somebody tdok the bridge away,
AND WHITE.
And left me standing there.
FIGHT FIGHT FIGHT,
GREEN
AND WHITE.
A. L. lAR.
Give
Give
Give
Give

'em
'em
'em
'em

the
the
the
the

REMINDERS OF OLD DETROIT
"Ribbon Farm«" of Early French Settiers May Be Traced in Names
of Various Stretfta.
Traces of the French "ribbon farms"
in Detroit remain in the names of
streets crossed In going along East
Jefferson avenue. Of roads there, was
little need, though an Indian trail,
later called the River road, led along
the bank and out what is now West
Jiefferson avenuey across the Black
swamp to the country of "les Bastonnias.'l The river was the broad
highway down which the Campaus,
Chenes, Rivards and their neighbors
went to Fort Ponchartrain du Detroit
on- market days, says the Burton Historical Collection Leaflet published by
the Detroit Public Library.
During the early years of the American occupation (1796-1805) a compact
little town still surrounded by high
pickets similar to those which had
enclosed Fort Ponchartrain occupied
the'site of tlie old fort. Back of it
on the hill from which, the Fox Indians
had attacked the settlement In 1712,
stood Ft. Lernoult (called F t Shel
under re-occupation of the Americans
under Gen. McArthur, September 29,
1813), built by the English during the
War for American Independence. Already there, were "suburbs," as the
gpace within the pickets was becoming
crowded, but the barrier was highly
prized by Detroit conservatives, 12
of whom voted In the election of April
28, 1804, to replace the pickets which
Colonel Hunthad ordered removed. But
there were 13 progressives who approved the removal. The water front
at that time was a high bluff, and the
river came up to Woodbridge* street.—
Detroit News.

FRUIT HAS DIVERS FLAVORS
Durion, Growing Only in Burma, Highly Esteemed by Some and Disliked by Othftrs.
In Burma is found a curious and
delicious fruit, called the durion. This
fruit grows on a tree of about sixty
ifeet in height. It Is oval-shaped, from
ten to twelve inches in lengrth and
from six to eight feet in diameter. It
is of a light green color and the outside
Ig covered with thorns half an inch
long. These thorns are very tough and
strong. The interior Is divided into
five sections, in which lie rows of
seeds about an inch long, surrounded
with the delicious pulp, which la considered a great delicacy by those who
like It. Others dislike the taste. The
flavor Is described as follows: "Take
the sweetest bananas, the richest pineapples, the most juicy of oranges,
some peaches and cream, flavor the
mixture with soriie rare spice, and you
might have something that Avould resemble a durion." It has a pungent,
spicy fragrance which Is greatly admired by many, and not liked by others. The king of Burma used to send
every year special steamers to Moulmeln, Burma, to procure royal specimens of this most royal fruit.

axe, the axe, the axe.
LEGAL LIGHTS
axe, the axe, the axe.
axe, give 'em the axe.
By Miriam Finney
axe, give 'em the axe,
A
debate
was held by the Senior
WHERE?
Right in the neck, the neck, the neck. Law Class, the topic for discussion
Right in the neck, the neck, the neck, being, "Can a Corporation Form a
^
THERE! Partnership with Another Corporation?" The affiirmative side was iarBEAT 'EM BUST 'EM THAT'S gued exceptionally well by Mr. WalOUR CUSTOM,
den and Mr. Schlossberg, while the
RAH! RAH!
negative side was argued with considerable spirit by Mr. Buck and Mr.
Eat at Stetson's rendezvous—HarHIT 'EM HIGH
.Harden.
After digging through a pers.
HIT 'EM LOW
pile of reports sky-high, it was deCOME ON STETSON,
LET'S GO!
cided that as a general rule, corporations cannot form a partnership.
KNOCK 'EM DEAD
KNOCK 'EM COLD '
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Never mind law "Rats,"
COME ON STETSON
Don't you fear!
LET'S HAVE A GOLD!
Landis, Fish & Hull
You'll be used to work.
Attorneys
and Counsellors-at-law
SSS, TTT, EEE, TTT, SSS, 0 0 0 ,
This time next year.
NNN,STETSON STETSON
DeLAND, FLORIDA
tCount two) TEAM TEAM
We are glad to welcome Jack Will Practice in State and Federal
(Count two) FIGHT!
Courts
Hays back to class after his sojourn
in
the
hospital.
HEL-A-BALOO—(Clap hands twice)
X
HEL-A-BALOO—(Clap hands twice)
V. W. Gould Agency
TT, EE, AA, MM
/
ALL IN THE STATE OF MIND
REAL ESTATE
TEAM, TEAM,; TEAM.
If you think you are beaten you are,
Boys—SAY
If you think you dare riot you
Girls—SAY WHAT
Boys—THAT'S WHAT
don't;
'
Girls—WHAT'S WHAT
If you'd like to win, but you think
Boys—THAT'S WHAT THEY ALL
you can't.
SAY
It's almost a cinch you won't.
Girls—WHAT'S WHAT THEY ALL
SAY? .
If you think you'll lose, you've lost,
(Alltogether)—STETSON!
For ovX in the world we find
Success begins with a fellow's will—
THERE'LL BE A HOT TIME IN
It's all in the state of mind.
THE OLD TOWN TONIGHT
Full many a race is lost
Cheer boys, cheer.
Ere ever a step is run.
Old Stetson's got the ball.
My, Oh My!
And many a coward fails
Oh won't there be a fall.
Ere even his work's begun.
And when we hit that line
Think
big and your deeds will grow;
There'll be no line at all.
Thiiik small and you'll fall behind.
There'll be a hot time in the old
town tonight, i
Think that you can, and you will—
It's all in the state of mind.
Washington and Lee Swing,
Oh when those Stetson fellows fall
If you think you're outclassed, you
in line,
are—
We're going to win that game another time.
You've got to think high to rise;
And when we cheer those boys we'll You've got to be sure' of yourself
yell and yell,
before
For Stetson University we yell and
You ever can win a prize.
yell, •
And then we'll fight, fight fight for Life's battles don't always go ''
every yard;
To the stronger or faster man.
We'll set our.backs against that line But soon or late the man who wins
right hard.
Is the fellow who thinks he can.
And'then we'll role ol'

LOANS
INSURANCE

V. T. BARR
Dry Goods, Notions V
Ladies, Misses and Children's Shoes
138 North Bovlevard

DeLand,

Florida

STUDENTS
THE BAPTIST CHURCH
IS yours

COME
•

STUDENTS
are invited to place their
accounts here.
Our Facilities are at Your
Service.

Volusia County Bank
& Trust Co
WHY IT APPEALS
Our ice cream appeals to you
because of its velvety smoothness, its delightful flavors, and
most of all because you know
that it is made of the purest ingredients under the most sanitary conditions. When you eat
our ice cream you are improving your health with every
spoonful.

THE TULIP

113 West Indiana Av^.

John B. Stetson University
LINCOLN HULLEY. PH.D., LITT.D., LL.D.. PRESIDENT,
DeLand, Florida.
THE COLLEGE GRADUATE DEPARTMENT OF ARTS AND SCIENCE—Courses leadini? tn f»,»
degrees of Master of Arts and Sciences.
** ^° ^^^
THE COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS FOR MEN—Sixteen Carnegie units required for admission
Twenty-one departments in all.
THE COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS FOR WOMEN—A woman dean, separate dormitories for women
and a separate gymnasium.
'
THE COLLEGE OF LAW—Course leading to the LL.B.. degree. Graduates admitted to practice in
Florida without examination.
THE COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING—Courses in Civil, MechanicaL Electrical and Chemical engineering leading to degrees.
THE COLLEGE FOR TEACHERS—Especially for Florida teachers, strong normal courses and special
teachers' courses.
THE COLLEGE OF BUSINESS—Besides Banking, Book-keeping, Accounting, Shorthand, Typewriting
courses in History, Law, Economics and Finance.
'
THE ACADEMY—Sixteen units for graduation, Prepares for Harvard, Yale, Princeton, Chicago, and
all high grade colleges.
THE SCHOOL OF MECHANIC ARTS—For boys and youjig men desiring manual training, mechanical drawing etc.
THE SCHOOL OF MUSIC—Separate teachers for piano, pipe organ, violin, voice, harmony and
chorus work.
THE SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS—Free hand and life drawing. Painting in oil, water color, pasteL etc
SPECIAL ATTENTION IS CALLED TO
1. THE PRELIMINARY COURSES IN AGRICULTURE—Botany, Biology, Organic and Inorganic
Chemistry, qualitative and quantitative analysis. Agricultural Chemistry, Mineralogy, Geolo.
gy, etc.
2. T^E PRE-MEDICAL COURSE—Physiology, Biology, Anatomy, Bacteriology, Histology, Zoology,
Botany, General Chemistry, Inorganic Chemistry, Qualitative and Quantitative Chemistry.
3. THE COURSE FOR RELIGIOUS WORKERS—In Biblical Literature, History, English, Psychology, Pedagogy, Ethics, Logic and Theism.-

